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Abstract—Trust is a hidden fabric of online social networks
(OSNs) that enables online interactions, e.g., online transactions
on Ebay. The fundamental properties of trust in OSNs, however,
have not been adequately studied yet. In this work, we advance
the understanding of trust in OSNs by analyzing the Advogato
dataset [1]. We study the properties of direct trust, indirect trust,
and trust community detection in Advogato. We found that 1)
the trust between users are asymmetric, 2) high degree users
are usually associated with high trust, 3) diversity in people’s
opinions on the same person will affect indirect trust inference,
4) users live in many separate “small small worlds” from the
perspective of trust and it is difficult to identify these “small small
worlds” with existing random walk-based community detection
algorithms, e.g., ACL [2]. It in fact motivates the need for
a new community detection algorithm to identify clusters of
user connected by trustful relations. Although our findings are
from a specific OSN, they can significantly impact how OSNs
are designed and configured in the future, e.g., a better user
crowdsourcing setting based on trust information.
Index Terms—Online Social Networks, Computational Trust,
Three Valued Subjective Logic

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online social networks (OSNs) are among the most frequently visited sites on the Internet. Trust is the enabling
factor behind user interactions in OSNs. For example, in
recommendation and crowdsourcing system, trust helps to
identify useful opinions [3], [4]. In Twitter, spams undermine
the trust between users by distributing false links [5], hence
seriously impacts user experience. Despite its significance,
little is known about the trust in OSNs, which motivates us to
conduct a comprehensive study of trust in OSNs.
We investigate the fundamental properties of trust in an
OSN by looking at direct trust, indirect trust, and trust community detection. For direct trust, we study trust asymmetry,
trust assortativity, and the correlation between trust and user’s
degree in OSNs. For indirect trust, we investigate 1) whether
co-citation, coupling, and propagation of trust relations exist in
OSNs, 2) how diversity of trust relations affects indirect trust
inference, and 3) how users’ distance in Advogato network
affects their trust. For trust community detection, we evaluate
the effectiveness of existing random walk-based community
detection algorithms, e.g., ACL [2], in detecting community
connected by trustful relations in OSNs.
The model used to quantify and assess trust is the threevalued subjective logic (3VSL) [6]. 3VSL is able to model

direct and indirect trust in OSNs, where direct trust is formed
from a user’s direct interactions with another user and indirect
trust is inferred from others’ recommendations or opinions.
With the trust model in place, we rely on the dataset [1]
derived from an OSN, Advogato.com [7], to advance our study
of trust in OSNs. In Advogato, users share their views, ideas
or comments about software developments. A user certifies the
capability and knowledge of other users, in terms of software
development, into various levels based on his/her interactions
with them.
Trust was widely studied in many domains including psychology, sociology, management and computer science. A
widely accepted definition of trust is: “Trust is a psychological
state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based
upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviors of
another.” [8]. According to this definition, trust in Advogato
can be considered a user’s psychological state with the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations
of the software development knowledge and capability of
another. Here, expectation and vulnerability are integrated
together, which is quantified by the certification levels given
by a user. Previous work confirms high expectation yields
strong intention to accept vulnerability [9], i.e., it is reasonable
to only use the expectation component to model trust in
Advogato.
Leveraging 3VSL and Advogato dataset, we have the following key findings:
• In Advogato, the mutual trust between two users are
asymmetric. However, the difference in the mutual trust
is not substantial.
• There is a strong correlation between a user’s trust and
his/her degree in Advogato, i.e., a user who receives more
certifications implies he/she is more trustful.
• Co-citation, coupling and propagation of indirect trust
relations are confirmed to be existed in Advogato. Particularly, propagation is the most applicable in Advogato.
• Diversity in people’s trust opinions on the same person
will impact indirect trust inference.
• From the perspective of trust, Advogato is more meaningfully viewed as many separate “small small worlds”
instead of one “small world”.
• ACL algorithm achieves a coarse-grained trust community detection in Advogato, which necessities the de-

velopment of new community detection algorithms by
considering trust relations between users in OSNs.
Although our study is based on a specific dataset, it is a
starting point of understanding the trust in OSNs. We believe
more interesting and useful results will be found from other
OSN datasets in the future.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Trust in cloud computing Recently, trust has been introduced in the concept of social cloud. In [10], Mohaisen et
al. employ trust as a metric to identify good workers for an
outsourcer through her social network. In [11], Moyano et al.
proposed a framework to employ trust and reputation for cloud
provider selection. In [12], Pietro et al. proposed a multi-round
approach called AntiCheetah to dynamically assign tasks to
cloud nodes by accounting for their trustworthiness.
Trust in spam detection and Sybil defense One of the
domains in which trust analysis is widely applied is the Sybil
defense and spam detection [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].
The goal of these works is to identify forged multiple identities
and spam information in OSNs. In [13], [14], the basic idea
is to employ random walk to rank the neighbors in a given
OSN from a seed node, and extract the trust community
composed of high ranking nodes. Then, the users outside
the trust community will be considered not trustful, i.e.,
potential Sybil nodes. In [17], Tan et al. integrated traditional
Sybil defense techniques with analysis of user-link graph.
In [18], Mohaisen, A. et al. proposed a derivation of random
walk algorithm, which employs biased random mechanism, to
account for trust and other social ties. In [19], besides graphbased features, Yang et al. introduced some other features e.g.,
neighbor-based, automation-based, etc. to identify spammers.
In addition, in [16], [15], spam detection approaches based on
user similarity and content analysis are studied.
Trust in recommendation and crowdsourcing systems In
addition to Sybil defense in OSNs, trust analysis is found useful in recommendation systems [3], [4], [20]. In [4], Zou et al.
proposed a belief propagation algorithm to identify untrustful
recommendations generated by spam users. In [3], Basu et al.
proposed a privacy preserving trusted social feedback scheme
to help users obtain opinions from friends and experts whom
they trust. In [20], Andersen et al. proposed a trust-based
recommendation system that generates personalized recommendations by aggregating the opinions from other users. In
addition, five axioms about trust in a recommendation system
are studied.
Different from all these above-mentioned work, our research
is the first attempt to give a comprehensive study on the
fundamental properties of trust in an OSN rather than apply
trust in various applications.
III. E XPERIMENT S ETUP
A. 3VSL
Among the existing trust models (e.g., [21], [22], [23], etc.),
3VSL is proved to be able to accurately (1) model direct trust

and (2) infer indirect trust in OSNs with arbitrary topologies.
3VSL models A’s trust on X, where X is called trustee and
A is called trustor, as a trust opinion. It is expressed as an
opinion vector (b, d, n, e), where b, d, n, e are belief, distrust,
posteriori uncertainty, and priori uncertainty. A trust opinion
can be further transferred into a single value (ranging from
1 to 0) to represent A’s overall trust on B, by 3VSL. The
individual trust (see Fig. 1) from A to X is a trust opinion
obtained from the trust relations between the trustor to the
trustee. It can be expressed as a single value by 3VSL, as
is introduced before. Similarly, an overall trust opinion from
X’s neighbors to X itself, called public trust (see Fig. 1),
can also be expressed as a single value by 3VSL. Individual
and public trust should not be confused with direct and indirect
trust. As shown in Fig. 1, while individual trust is computed by
accounting for both direct or indirect trust from the trustor to
the trustee, a trustee’s public trust is computed by aggregating
all the direct trust from its neighbors. Further details about
3VSL are available in [6].
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Fig. 1. Individual and public trust. A’s individual trust on X can be
formed from 1) direct trust and 2) indirect trust, which is inferred from his
intermediate friends’ (i.e., B and C) opinions. X’s public trust can be formed
by aggregating his in neighbors’ (i.e., A, D and E) direct trust.

B. Dataset Preparation
Trust in Advogato is classified into 4 ordinal levels: observer, apprentice, journeyer and master. A level, which is
called trust level, is given by a trustor individually as a
certification to indicate the trustor’s direct trust on the trustee.
Advogato provides a directed graph where users are nodes and
certifications are edges with trust levels. Since the trust levels
are in ordinal scales without specifically defined numerical
values, a transformation is needed to convert a trust level
into a single trust value (ranging from 0 to 1), which has
been introduced in section III-A. We employ normal score
transformation [24] to achieve this transformation. Firstly,
the trust levels are converted to z-scores by normal score
transformation based on their distribution in Advogato. Then,
these z-scores are mapped to opinion vectors linearly. More
specifically, we set the belief components (i.e. b) of observer
and master as 0.36 and 0.9 respectively, which indicate poor
and excellent interaction histories. Then we assign these two
belief components with the z-scores of observer and master,
and interpolate the belief components of apprentice and Journeyer as 0.54 and 0.72, according to the distances between
the adjacent z-scores. The opinion vector of each trust level
can be derived from the belief component as:
(b × (1 − e), (1 − b) × (1 − e), 0, e)
(1)
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Trust Level

Finally, the trust value of each trust level is transferred by
3VSL from these opinion vectors. Table I shows the procedure
of conversion. Notice that the resulting trust values indicate a
non-linear relation with the corresponding trust levels, which
can be seen in Fig. 2(a).
The graph we used in this paper is a snapshot taken
on 3/16/2014. It consists of 7422 nodes and 56507 edges.
Despite its relatively small size, Advogato is an useful and
representative dataset in starting a preliminary understanding
of trust in OSNs because it is the only publicly accessible
dataset that provides an interpersonal relation network with
contextual trust information. Notice that, trust should not
be confused with reputation despite of the strong relation
between them [11]. While reputation is an overall view from
the public [11], trust is an expectation and intention from
individual experience and preference. Hence, existing rating
and reputation datasets, e.g., [25], [26], can hardly be used
for trust analysis.
C. Preliminary Statistics
To help grasping the profile of Advogato graph, some preliminary statistics of Advogato are given here. The distribution
of trust levels in Advogato are 8.1%, 16.9%, 41.4% and 33.6%
for observer, apprentice, journeyer and master, respectively.
Obviously, the majority of the trust levels lay in journeyer
and master, indicating that the overall trust level of users
in Advogato is high. The in and out degree distributions of
Advogato can be seen in Fig. 2(b), which indicate that both
in and out degree range from 1 to 1000. The Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient between in and out degree is 0.643,
indicating a moderate correlation between in and out degree.
In other words, there exists reciprocity in giving and receiving
trust certifications. In addition, the global clustering coefficient
of advogato is 0.43, indicating that users in Advogato tend to
cluster to each other.
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Fig. 2. a) Mapping from trust levels to trust values. b) In and out degree
distribution.

IV. D IRECT T RUST
In Advogato, direct trust is formed from accumulative interactions and experience in software development cooperation
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Fig. 3. CCDF of public trust.

between a trustor and a trustee. It is expressed as a certification
given by the trustor to the trustee. A user’s received direct
trust is represented as an in coming edge with trust level. On
the other hand, a direct trust sent by the user is represented
as his out coming edge. Hence, the quantities of received
and sent direct trust can be seen as a node’s in and out
degree. As direct trust is the foundation of indirect trust,
in this section we systematically analyze the properties of
direct trust in Advogato, including public trust distribution,
trust variance, trust assortativity, trust asymmetry, and the
relationship between users’ public trust and in degree.
A. Public Trust Distribution
We firstly investigate the public trust of users and plot
the CCDF of public trust in Advogato, as shown in Fig. 3.
Notice that this is different from the trust level distribution
discussed before. While trust level is the edge attribute of
the Advogato graph, public trust is the overall trust opinion a
user received from the neighbors who give him certifications.
As shown in Fig. 3, the public trust of users mainly ranges
from 0.36 to almost 1. The sharp decrease at 0 indicates the
users who have not received certification from others. The
other sharp decreases at 0.36, 0.54, 0.72 and 0.9 indicates
that considerable quantity of users have received only one
certification, which is because of the discrete configuration
in Table I
B. Trust Variance
A common phenomenon about trust is that trust opinions
from different people on a certain person may be inconsistent.
Hence, a question attracted our interests is the inconsistence
of user’s received direct trust.
We define trust variance as the average difference between
a user’s received direct trust and his/her public trust. We plot
the CDF of trust variance in Fig. 4, and also add a null graph
as comparison. The topology of the null graph is same as that
of Advogato, but its trust levels are randomly assigned from
the trust level distribution of Advogato (see section III-C).
Compared to the null graph, the trust variance of advogato is
smaller. We generated the null graph repeatedly and always
get similar results. This indicates that people’s direct trust on
the same person is inconsistent but not arbitrary as randomly
formed in Advogato. A possible reason is that people who give
certifications to the same person yield diversity in interactions
and subjective preference.
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Fig. 5. Trust assortativity. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is
0.14. Nodes on the x and y axis are users have not received or given any
certification.

C. Assortativity
In traditional OSNs, assortativity is used to quantify how
the nodes with same attributes tend to be connected with each
other [27]. An interesting question is: does assortativity of trust
exist in Advogato? In other words, do users with high public
trust tend to connect to each other?
We extend the traditional definition of assortativity to trust
assortativity by considering the correlation of public trust
between a user and his/her neighbors. We use a scatter plot to
show the trust assortativity between Advogato users, as shown
in Fig. 5. The x axis is users’ public trust and the y axis is the
average pubic trust of users’ neighbors. We observe that there
is a weak correlation between the public trust of a user and
his/her neighbors (The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
is 0.14.). We conclude that trust assortativity does not exist
in Advogato, i.e., trustful and distrustful Advogato users are
mixed together. It indicates that the trust certifications are
given without preference in Advogato. A user, no matter how
his/her public trust is, can give certifications to anyone else.
In other words, Advogato is an open community for people to
express their opinions on others.
D. Asymmetry
The mutual trust between two persons are often believed to
be asymmetric [21], [28], i.e., if A trusts B, B may not trust
A. Some previous works, however, assume the mutual trust is
symmetric [13], [14]. Hence, we want to figure out whether
they are symmetric or not in Advogato.
Given any two users A and B, we denote A’s direct trust
on B and B’s direct trust on A as TBA and TAB . Then, we
define trust asymmetry between these two trust relations as
|(TBA − TAB )|/(TBA ). Fig. 6, which is the CDF plot of trust
asymmetry in Advogato, shows the results. We also add a

null graph aforementioned in IV-B as comparison. Comparing
to the null graph, we conclude that the mutual trust are
asymmetric, but the difference is not substantial as randomly
formed. We repeat the experiment of multiple times and always
get the similar trend like Fig. 6. A possible reason for this
phenomenon is that people who give trust certifications to
each other are more likely have frequent interactions, hence
will more likely have similar (but inconsistent) capabilities
in software development. Combined with the observation in
section IV-B, we can see that the distribution of trust relations
in Advogato is not arbitrary, which deserves more attentions
for the future work in OSNs trust study.
E. Public Trust and In Degree
In e-commerce websites, e.g., Amazon.com and Ebay.com,
it is common to see a high rating of a seller accompanied with
a large number of reviews. We are interested to know whether
there is a correlation between a user’s public trust and his/her
in degree.
A scatter plot of the relation between the public trust
and in degree of nodes is provided in Fig 7. The x and
y axis are users’ in degree and public trust, respectively.
Looking at this figure, we see that when the in degree is
low (fewer certifications), the public trust ranges from 0.4
to 1 (a significant fluctuation). On the other hand, as the in
degree becomes high, the public trust increases accordingly.
The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient between the public
trust and in degree is 0.42. Notice that the increase of public
trust is because of the overall high trust values on the in edges
rather than high in degree. Therefore, we conclude that there is
a moderate correlation between the public trust and in degree.
A possible reason is that a trustful user in Advogato is more
likely to get more certifications from others because of his/her
rich interactions with others.
V. I NDIRECT T RUST
While direct trust is based on the direct interactions between
a trustor and trustee, indirect trust is an inference based on
the trust relation topology between the trustor and trustee.
In fact, indirect trust is complementary to direct trust. When
direct trust is unknown or weak, indirect trust can be used to
estimate the trust relation between a trustor and a trustee. For
example, if Alice trusts Bob who in turn trusts Claire whom
Alice does not know herself, Alice may trust Claire based
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Fig. 7. Correlation between in degree and public trust. The Spearman’s rank
coefficient is 0.42.

on Bob’s opinion on Claire. In this section, we investigate
indirect trust properties in Advogato including the existence
of various indirect trust relations, impact of the diversity in
public’s opinions on indirect trust inference and “small world”
phenomenon in the perceptive of indirect trust.
A. Co-citation, Coupling and Propagation
Co-citation, coupling and propagation are the most commonly used relations for indirect trust inference in OSNs [22],
[29], [30]. As shown in Fig. 8, co-citation means that if A
trusts both B and C, B will likely trust C; coupling means
that if both B and C trust A, B will likely trust C; propagation
means that if A trusts B and B trusts C, A will likely trust
C. To figure out whether these relations are applicable in
Advogato, we employ analysis of variance (ANOVA) [31]
test to validate them against the Advogato dataset. Given a
response variable and multiple independent variables, ANOVA
test is used to analyze the effects of the independent variables
on the response variable.
From the Advogato dataset, we first randomly pick three
nodes (without replacement) that are connected to each other
and group them based on the topologies shown in Fig. 8. For
each group, we select 1000 samples which are enough to make
statistically significant conclusions. Then we set the direct trust
of the solid-line edge and dashed-line edge as independent and
response variables, respectively. We employ ANOVA tests to
evaluate the effect of direct trust of the solid-line edges on the
direct trust of dashed-line for the three relations.
TABLE II
S TATISTICAL FINDINGS OF CO - CITATION , COUPLING AND PROPAGATION
OF TRUST RELATIONS IN A DVOGATO
Co-Citation
EBA
ECA
Residuals
Coupling
EAB
EAC
Residuals
Propagation
EBA
EAC
Residuals

Df
3
3
992
Df
3
3
992
Df
3
3
992

Sum Sq
33.3
173.6
442.6
Sum Sq
58.3
88.2
462.5
Sum Sq
105.0
150.7
296.3

Mean Sq
11.09
57.85
0.45
Mean Sq
19.433
29.409
0.466
Mean Sq
35.00
50.22
0.30

F value
24.85
129.67
–
F value
41.69
63.08
–
F value
117.2
168.1
–

Pr(<F)
<1.67e-15
<2e-16
–
Pr(<F)
<2e-16
<2e-16
–
Pr(<F)
<2e-16
<2e-16
–

Table II shows the findings of the ANOVA tests, where E
denotes the solid-line edges. We find the F-value of EBA and
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Fig. 9. Varying search scope in a social network. Node A and B are trustor
and trustee, the rest are intermediate nodes. a) Search neighbors within 1 hop.
b) Search neighbors within 2 hops. c) Search neighbors within 3 hops.

EAC in propagation relation are 117.2 and 168.1 respectively.
They are both higher than their counterparts in coupling
and co-citation relations. This result indicates that the direct
trust of both EBA and EAC have significant effects on the
direct trust of the dashed-line edge (EBC ). Hence, among the
three relations, the propagation model is the most applicable
in Advogato. Notice that the residuals of each relation are
very high, indicating a significant effect from other potential
variables. The reason is that to investigate the pure topology,
we truncate the other edges connecting the three nodes, hence
ignored the effect from these edges.
B. Individual Trust: Effect of Scope
When computing the individual trust of a trustor to a trustee,
it is important for a trustor to form indirect trust from his/her
social network. For example, if A wants to know whether he
could trust B, he may refer to his own opinion (direct trust)
and the opinions from his/her friends who know B through
his/her OSN (indirect trust). Intuitively, the larger scope he
search in his/her OSN, the more people who have direct trust
on B he will reach and the more complete individual trust on
B he can form (see Fig. 9). To validate this intuition, we carry
out the following experiments.
First, we randomly select 1000 trustor-trustee pairs which
are directly connected. Then, we compute the individual trust
of each trustor-trustee pair by running 3VSL with various
search scope, e.g., 1 hop, 2 hops and 3 hops, as can be seen
in Fig. 9. Then, we compute the public trust of the trustee for
each pair, and compare the absolute difference between the
individual trust (with various search scope) and public trust.
Fig. 10 plots the CDF of absolute difference between
individual trust (with various search scope) and public trust.
We see that the larger the search scope, the closer the results
approach to the public trust (i.e., smaller absolute difference).
At the same time, however, the results can never reach the
public trust. This observation indicates that enlarging search
scope pushes the computed individual trust closely to the
public one. Notice that an 1 hop search scope actually only
account for direct trust. Hence, we can conclude that indirect
trust adjusts the direct trust to the public trust. In other words,
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A can adjust his/her direct trust on B by considering other’s
opinions on B.
C. Individual Trust: Subjective vs. Objective
Due to the trust variance (see section IV-B), it is possible
that a trustor’s direct trust on a trustee is inconsistent with the
trustee’s public trust (see Fig. 9(c)). Considering the case when
we want to infer a trustor’s direct trust (which is unknown)
on a trustee through the indirect trust between them, we are
interested in whether enlarging search scope, i.e., approaching
the public trust, will accurately infer the direct trust.
To answer this question, it is necessary to compare a
trustor’s computed individual trust and direct trust on a trustee.
Hence, we carry out the following experiments. First, we
randomly select 1000 trustor-trustee pairs which are directly
connected. Then, we remove the direct trust edge and compute
the individual trust for each trustor-trustee pair by running
3VSL with various search scope. We define the difference
between the computed individual trust and removed direct trust
as error, which is expressed as |(TI − TD )|/(TD ), where TI
is the computed individual trust and TD is the direct trust.
Fig. 11 plots the CDF of errors with various search scope.
From Fig. 11, we can clearly see that more than 60 % the
results obtained with a 2 hops search scope have errors less
than 0.11. However, the other 40% results contain larger errors
than those with 3 or 4 hops search scopes. This implies
the results computed with a 2 hops search scope diverges
significantly, i.e., they can be either very accurate or imprecise.
To further understand the results, we carried out the following experiments. We identify two groups of data (trustortrustee pairs):
G1: trustor-trustee pairs whose individual trust is accurate
(error < 0.1) with a 2 hops search scope but inaccurate (error
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Fig. 12. Difference between individual and public trust.

> 0.1) with a 4 hops search scope.
G2: trustor-trustee pairs whose individual trust is accurate
(error < 0.1) with a 4 hops search scope but inaccurate (error
> 0.1) with a 2 hops search scope.
Then, we compute the public trust of the trustee for both
G1 and G2. Finally, the differences between the public and
individual trust, are computed, which are shown as a CDF plot
in Fig. 12.
For the trustor-trustee pairs in G1, the differences between
public and individual trust are much smaller than those in
G2. That means if the direct trust is close to the public
trust, accounting for larger search scope helps approaching
the public trust, as well as the direct trust, hence improves
the accuracy. Otherwise, shorter search scope provides more
accurate results.
This observation matches the common sense. Considering in
an OSN where the trust variance is small, e.g., the direct trust
is estimated based on objective standards, asking for opinions
from the public (i.e., larger search scope) yields more accurate
results. On the other hand, when the trust variance is large,
e.g., the trust is estimated based on subjective preference,
asking for opinions from close friends (i.e., smaller search
scope) is better.
D. The Small Small World Phenomena
Because Advogato is an OSN, small world phenomena
exists in it. In Fig. 13, which plots the distribution of shortest
path distance in Advogato, we see the majority of Advogato
users are 3 hops away (shortest distance) from each other,
and almost all of them are within 6 hops. In this section, we
revisit this property by considering whether the small world
property holds in Advogato, from the perspective of trust. In
other words, even though most users are few hops away from
Kevin Bacon, would they trust him? To answer these questions,
we analyze the individual trust between users in Advogato as
follows.
First, we randomly select trustor-trustee pairs and group
them based on their shortest paths ranging from 1 to 6
hops. Within each group, we only keep 1000 pairs. Then, we
compute the individual trust from the trustor to the trustee by
3VSL. Finally, we use public trust as the base line.
We plot the results in Fig. 14 which shows CDF of the
individual trust of trustees which are 1 − 6 hops away from
the trustor. We see that the longer the distance, the lower the
individual trust. If we define a trustee is trustful to a trustor
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when its individual trust is greater than 0.7, the portion of
“friends” a trustor can trust is around 33% if they are < 4
hops away. The number decreases to 24% and 10% if the
trustees are 5 and 6 hops away, respectively. If we pick a
trustor and define a “small small world” consisting of all the
nodes within 4 hops from the trustor, then we can conclude
that users from a “small small world”, rather than the “small
world” of Advogato, are likely to be trustful to the trustor. In
other words, we may live in a “small world” where any people
can be connected to another one by a chain of acquaintances,
but some of these connections are too weak to be useful. In
fact, longer the connection, weaker the trustfulness.
VI. T RUST C OMMUNITY D ETECTION

IN

OSN S

Because of the fast mixing and clustering property of many
OSNs, a lot of random walk-based Sybil defense algorithms
were proposed to identify trust community and Sybil users in
OSNs. We are hence interested in whether these algorithms can
be used to identify the aforementioned “ small small world”
where users are closely connected and mutually trustful to a
given seed node in Advogato.
Among the literature (e.g., [14], [13]), we select the
ACL [13] algorithm for its efficiency and accuracy [13].
Because the original ACL algorithm in [13] is applicable
to undirected graph only, we use the directed version of
ACL [2] to detect the trust community in Advogato. ACL
can be seen as a derivation of the Personalized PageRank
algorithm. Given a graph, a seed node, a jumpback parameter
α and an error parameter  as input, ACL starts from the seed
node, moves to a randomly selected neighbor with probability
1 − α and returns to the seed node with probability α, at each
step. If many random walks are performed, the nodes in the
“community” to which the seed nodes belongs will be visited
most frequently. The weight (i.e., stationary distribution) that

a node u receives will be proportional to the number of times
it is visited when many random walks are performed. Let
p(u) and deg(u) denote the stationary distribution of node
u and the number of edges pointing to u, respectively. Then,
the metric for assessing the trust of node u is p(u)/deg(u),
as is defined in [13]. ACL will output a sequence of nodes
that in the decreasing order of trust to the seed node. Then
the trust community around the seed node can be formed by
keeping selecting the top ranking nodes until the minimum
conductance is reached [2].
A. Trust Communities Detected by ACL
The very first question we have is: whether the communities
detected by the ACL algorithm are trustful or not?
To answer it, we first compute the mean direct trust within
a community, and then compare it to the mean direct trust in
the entire graph. The experiments are conducted as follows.
We first compute the mean direct trust in Advogato. Then we
run the ACL algorithm based on randomly selected seed node
(from Advogato), which yields a community with the chosen
seed node as the center. The α and  are set as 10−3 and 10−6
according to the configuration in [13]. Then, we compute the
mean direct trust within this community, which is treated as
the in community trust. Finally, we repeat this process 1000
times and plot the CDF of the in community trust in Fig. 15.
We see that the in community trust of 90% communities are
higher than the mean direct trust of the entire graph, indicating
the effectiveness of ACL in detecting trust communities from
Advogato.
B. Trust of Out Community Nodes
So far we know it is possible to extract a community where
the in community trust is higher than the mean direct trust of
the entire Advogato graph. However, will the seed’s individual
trust be higher on the nodes within a community (detected by
the ACL) than those that are out of this community?
To answer the above-mentioned question, we first randomly
select a seed node from Advogato and generate a community around it (through executing ACL algorithm). Then, we
randomly pick two nodes: one is inside the community and
the other one is outside the community. Finally, we run
3VSL to compute the individual trust from the seed node
(trustor) to these two nodes (trustees). Because the individual
trust between nodes will decay as their shortest path distance
became far (see section V-D), these two nodes must be the
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same number of hops (shortest path) away from the seed node.
Notice that given this constraint, the nodes near the community
boundary will more likely to be chosen as candidate trustees.
After repeating this process 1000 times, we obtain the CDFs
of individual trust of nodes inside and outside a community
in Fig. 16. We see that when the individual trust is less than
0.69, there are as many in community nodes as out community
nodes. Surprisingly, we found when the individual trust is
greater than 0.69, there are more out community nodes than in
community nodes, i.e., the individual trust of out community
nodes are even higher (although not that much) than those
inside the community.
This result seems contradictory to the common sense and
makes us want to know underlying reasons. As shown in
Fig. 17, which plots the CDFs of in degree and out degree
for out and in community nodes, both of the in degree and
out degree of out community nodes are much higher than
those of in community nodes. In other words, out community
nodes of high individual trust are often associated with high
in degree (see section IV-E), as well as high out degree (see
section III-C). However, the ranking of a high degree node
is not always higher than a low degree node. In addition,
to reach the minimum conductance of a community, high
out degree nodes are more likely to be eliminated from a
community [2]. Therefore, a high out degree node tends to
fall out of a community formed by the ACL algorithm.
In summary, the above-mentioned limitations lead ACL to
incorrectly identify those boundary nodes (i.e., false positive).
This observation is consistent with the findings in [13]:
“Personalized PageRank offers honest nodes a path towards
a realistic target for Sybil defense that is more limited than
universal coverage but nonetheless useful: a way to white-list
trustful nodes that proves efficient and robust in both theory
and practice.” Therefore, our finding indicates that existing

In the end, we are interested in whether ACL will generate
an accurate ranking (based on users’ trustworthiness) within a
community.
We first randomly select a seed node, then generate a
community and the ranking of its in community nodes by
ACL. Then we rank the nodes by their individual trust to
the seed node. We also consider the ranking of public trust
of every node. Then, three rankings (ACL, Individual and
Public) are generated. We compare the difference between the
ACL and Public ranking. As comparison, we also compare
the difference between the Individual and Public ranking. A
pairwise Kendall tau coefficient is computed to evaluate the
pairwise difference among the three rankings. Finally, we
repeat the process 1000 times to make sure our observations
are statistically significant.
The CDFs of the three Kendall tau coefficients are plotted
in Fig. 18. We see that the coefficients of ACL vs. Individual
and ACL vs. Public yield normal distribution with a mean
of 0. Specifically, only 10% of the rankings can be seen
as moderately correlated (> 0.5). The CDF of Individual
vs. Public, however, has an obvious negative skew. We see
that around 90% of the rankings are moderately correlated
(> 0.5). In summary, ACL does not always accurately rank the
users within a community from the perspective of trust. The
underlying reason is also related to the phenomena that high
degree nodes are treated as least trustful rather than trustful.
In summary, we found that the ACL, which is considered as
an efficient random walk-based Sybil defense algorithm in the
literature, is an appropriate way of extracting a coarse-grained
trust community. However, it is incapable of giving convincing
results in further fine-grained trust analysis. This implies that
the random walk and conductance based closeness is not a
proper metric for accurate trust assessment in Advogato. This
observation motivates the research community to design new
community detection algorithm to accurately identify trust
community from the perspective of trust in an OSN like
Advogato.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we uncover the mystery of trust in an OSN
called Advogato by looking at the properties of direct and
indirect trust, as well as trust community detection.
After analyzing the Advogato dataset by 3VSL, we find that
trust in Advogato is 1) asymmetric but without substantial
difference; 2) inconsistent but not arbitrarily formed among
different people. Interestingly, a strong correlation is identified
between trust and node degree, which better explains the
common phenomena existing in e-commerce domain that a
high rating of a seller is always accompanied with a large
number of reviews. Furthermore, we find propagation is the
most applicable indirect trust relation in Adovgato. Inconsistent trust opinions on the same person will impact the
the accuracy of indirect trust inference. The “small world”
phenomena in Advogato can be better expressed as the “small
small world” because only 10% of our friends are trustful if
they are 6 hops away. In the end, We find applying the ACL
algorithm to detect these “small small worlds” is efficient on
coarse-grained level. However, ACL has troubles in further
fine-grained identification of trustful users.
Although the conclusions of this paper are obtained based
on Advogato, it opens a number of research directions for
future trust study in other OSNs.
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